Abstract: There are various types of diseases that predominate in Oral and Maxillofacial region, from simplest of decay to Oral Cancer are seen in different forms and are often missed out due to lack of technology to diagnose these diseases. Diagnosis which can show us the fine details involve the use of high amount of Ionizing Radiation thus increasing the dosage of radiation that can be used on a patient. MRI uses the non ionizing radiation from the radiofrequency(RF) band of the electromagnetic spectrum, thus reducing the irradiation to the patient, it mainly relies on the phenomenon of nuclear magnetic resonance to produce a signal that can be used to construct an image. Because of its excellent soft tissue contrast resolution, MRI has proved useful in a variety of circumstances, this article focuses on an update in the field of MRI termed as SWIFT(sweep imaging fourier transform), which has virtually simultaneous excitation and acquisition of signal, it has zero echo time and has significant benefits in studying objects having very fast spin–spin relaxation times. In particular the method is expected to find extensive applications for MRI of quadrupolar nuclei such as sodium-23, potassium-39 and boron-11.
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INTRODUCTION:

Magnetic Resonance Imaging is based on totally different physical properties than Computed Radiography in that the radiant energy is in the form of radiofrequency waves, rather than X-rays. This phenomenon was first observed in particle beams by Rabi and co-workers in 1939. Successful nuclear magnetic resonance(NMR) experiments were described by Bloch and Purcell independently in 1946 thus paving the way for the development of NMR spectroscopy as a powerful analytical tool in chemistry and biology. Bloch placed his own finger in MR spectrometer and observed a strong signal from hydrogen nuclei. Bloch and Purcell both received the Nobel prize for elucidating the phenomenon of MR in solids and liquids. This technique was first announced by Lautrbere in 1972. Domadian(1972) and Lautrbere(1973) indicated the potential of NMR to obtain images of the intact human body.10

In NMR there are basically three types of the RF excitation: sequential, simultaneous and random. Accordingly, three different NMR techniques were developed, which respectively are: continuous wave (CW),
PULSED, AND STOCHASTIC. NOWADAYS PULSED FT SPECTROSCOPY DOMINATES THE FIELD OF HIGH RESOLUTION NMR. MRI HAS ADDITIONAL TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS OVER HIGH RESOLUTION NMR. BECAUSE THE OBJECTS OF INTEREST ARE MUCH LARGER THAN A TEST TUBE, INEVITABLY THE STATIC AND RF FIELDS USED IN MRI ARE MORE INHOMOGENEOUS THAN THOSE USED IN HIGH RESOLUTION NMR. IN A SEARCH FOR SOLUTIONS, RESEARCHERS HAVE RECONSIDERED OLD, ALMOST FORGOTTEN NMR TECHNIQUES.

CARIOUS LESIONS ARE ROUTINELY DETECTED USING VISUAL/TACTILE METHODS COUPLED WITH RADIOGRAPHY. THE ACCURATE DIAGNOSIS OF THE PRESENCE OR ABSENCE OF DISEASE IS PARAMOUNT FOR APPROPRIATE CARE. AS RADIographs TEND TO REVEAL ONLY SIGNIFICANT CARIES, THERE IS A NEED FOR EARLY STAGE DIAGNOSTIC METHODS THAT MORE ACCURATELY CAN DETECT DENTINAL INVOLVEMENT. MORE PRECISE METHODS FOR A DEFINITIVE DIAGNOSIS FOR THE PRESENCE OF LESION, ACTIVITY AND SIZE WOULD SIGNIFICANTLY IMPROVE MANAGEMENT OF CARIES AND DECISIONS WITH RESPECT TO OPERATIVE INTERVENTION OR PREVENTIVE CARE.

MRI OFFERS A NONINVASIVE AND NONDESTRUCTIVE Technique FOR ANALYZING THE ANATOMY OF TEETH WITHOUT APPLYING IONIZING RADIATION. Standard MRI Techniques (spin echo and gradient echo), HOWEVER, HAVE THE POTENTIAL ONLY TO PRODUCE IMAGES OF SOFT TISSUE SUCH AS THE PULP AND THE ATTACHED PERIODONTAL MEMBRANE. FOR VISUALIZATION OF THE DENTAL SURFACE GEOMETRY, AS WELL AS FOR DISTINCTION BETWEEN SOFT TISSUE AND MINERALIZED HARD TISSUE (ENAMEL, DENTINE AND ROOT CEMENT) IN THE EXTRACTED TEETH, Conventional MRI CAN be USED BUT IS very TIME CONSUMING AND ARE NOT SUITABLE FOR IN VIVO APPLICATIONS.

THE RAPID-sCAN FT TECHNIQUE AND SWIFT Technique HAVE MANY COMMON PROPERTIES, BUT ARE DIFFERENT IN POINT OF VIEW TO SYSTEM response ON excitation. THEY CONSIDER THE SYSTEM RESPONSE IN FREQUENCY DOMAIN AND TIME DOMAIN, RESPECTIVELY. DUE TO THIS DIFFERENCE THE SWIFT TECHNIQUE HAS A FEW ADVANTAGES, ONE OF THEM IS THAT THE SPECTRA OBTAINED BY SWIFT TECHNIQUE ARE INSENSITIVE TO THE LINEARITY OF THE SWEEP RATE. This GIVES THE OPPORTUNITY TO USE A BROAD CLASS OF FREQUENCY MODULATED PULSES HAVING MORE UNIFORM excitation PROFILES THAN THE CHIRP excitation REQUIRED in RAPID-sCAN FT. THE MAIN ADVANTAGE OF SWIFT IS THE VIRTUALLY SIMULTANEOUS excitation AND ACQUISITION OF SIGNAL. ACCORDINGLY, THE METHOD HAS A “ZERO ECHO TIME”, AND SO HAS SIGNIFICANT BENEFITS FOR STUDYING OBJECTS HAVING VERY FAST SPIN-SPIN RELAXATION (OR very SHORT T2).

THE AdvANTAGES OF SWIFT over Conventional MRI

1. Fast: The method avoids not only delays associated with refocusing pulses or gradient inversion, but also time for an excitation pulse, which is integrated with the acquisition period 1,2,4,5

2. Sensitive to short T2: The method is sensitive to all excited spins having T2 > 1 / SW (SW = spectral width). Of course, to be specifically resolved, T2 > N / SW must be satisfied, which is theoretically feasible even for solid objects by increasing SW. For example, water molecules in teeth have T2 values in the range of only 50 to 500 microseconds, whereas most soft tissues have T2 values in the range of tens of milliseconds.1,2,4,5

3. Reduced motion artifacts: Because the SWIFT method has no “echo time” it is less sensitive to motion artifacts. It loses less signal due to either diffusion in the presence of a gradient or uncompensated motion than other fast sequences. 1,2,4,5

4. Reduced dynamic range requirement: Because the different frequencies are excited sequentially the resulting signal is distributed in time with decreased amplitude of the acquired signal. This allows more effective utilization of the dynamic range of the digitizer. 1,2,4,5

5. Quiet: SWIFT method uses a small step when changing gradients between projections, fast gradient switching that creates loud noise can be avoided. This property is very important for people having ligyrophobia. 1,2,4,5

6. SWIFT may also be operated in rapid updated
The unique abilities of SWIFT MRI also include simultaneous imaging of both hard and soft issues, with resolution in which minute anatomical and pathological abnormalities can be detected. From dental point of view it can assess both pulpal and periodontal tissues simultaneously. The unique abilities of SWIFT MRI also include shared excitation and signal acquisition. This allows the near continuous acquisition of signal with SWIFT allows for extraordinary temporal resolution without sacrificing spatial resolution. Unlike currently available MR techniques, SWIFT demonstrates T2* insensitivity providing more accurate evaluation of dynamic enhancement. SWIFT’s ability to provide both high spatial and temporal resolution make it ideal for evaluation of dynamic contrast enhancement which is essential to breast imaging. A fast and quiet method of MRI known as SWIFT (sweep imaging with Fourier transformation) creates new opportunities for imaging in medicine. SWIFT uses time-shared excitation and signal acquisition. This allows the detection of signals with a broad distribution of relaxation decay, known as the transverse relaxation time (T2), is highly restricted, the signal from bone quickly decays after RF excitation. The time constant describing the signal's decay, known as the transverse relaxation time (T2), is approximately 200 microseconds in cortical bone. In conventional MRI, excitation and acquisition events are separated by the length of time known as the echo time (TE), which is typically longer than 1 millisecond, which is too long to detect the signal from cortical bone.

Though Breast lesions are out of scope of dentistry, but since this is a review on SWIFT MRI, literature related to its application in detecting breast lesions is also mentioned here. Breast lesions with MRI relies on contrastenhancement kinetics and morphology necessitating high temporal and spatial resolution respectively. Most currently utilized MR techniques can only provide high temporal resolution at the cost of diminished spatial resolution and vice versa. The near continuous acquisition of signal with SWIFT allows for extraordinary temporal resolution without sacrificing spatial resolution. Unlike currently available MR techniques, SWIFT demonstrates T2* insensitivity providing more accurate evaluation of dynamic enhancement. SWIFT’s ability to provide both high spatial and temporal resolution make it ideal for evaluation of dynamic contrast enhancement which is essential to breast imaging.

A fast and quiet method of MRI known as SWIFT (sweep imaging with Fourier transformation) creates new opportunities for imaging in medicine. SWIFT uses time-shared excitation and signal acquisition. This allows the detection of signals with a broad distribution of relaxation decay, known as the transverse relaxation time (T2), is highly restricted, the signal from bone quickly decays after RF excitation. The time constant describing the signal's decay, known as the transverse relaxation time (T2), is approximately 200 microseconds in cortical bone. In conventional MRI, excitation and acquisition events are separated by the length of time known as the echo time (TE), which is typically longer than 1 millisecond, which is too long to detect the signal from cortical bone.

Though Breast lesions are out of scope of dentistry, but since this is a review on SWIFT MRI, literature related to its application in detecting breast lesions is also mentioned here. Breast lesions with MRI relies on contrastenhancement kinetics and morphology necessitating high temporal and spatial resolution respectively. Most currently utilized MR techniques can only provide high temporal resolution at the cost of diminished spatial resolution and vice versa. The near continuous acquisition of signal with SWIFT allows for extraordinary temporal resolution without sacrificing spatial resolution. Unlike currently available MR techniques, SWIFT demonstrates T2* insensitivity providing more accurate evaluation of dynamic enhancement. SWIFT’s ability to provide both high spatial and temporal resolution make it ideal for evaluation of dynamic contrast enhancement which is essential to breast imaging.

A fast and quiet method of MRI known as SWIFT (sweep imaging with Fourier transformation) creates new opportunities for imaging in medicine. SWIFT uses time-shared excitation and signal acquisition. This allows the detection of signals with a broad distribution of relaxation decay, known as the transverse relaxation time (T2), is highly restricted, the signal from bone quickly decays after RF excitation. The time constant describing the signal's decay, known as the transverse relaxation time (T2), is approximately 200 microseconds in cortical bone. In conventional MRI, excitation and acquisition events are separated by the length of time known as the echo time (TE), which is typically longer than 1 millisecond, which is too long to detect the signal from cortical bone.
times, including extremely short T2. This technique offers delineated assessment of cortical and medullary bone, which is not possible with conventional imaging techniques. 1,2,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11
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